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Course Description: 

 

 

This course is meant for students who want to learn the basics of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) and how AI is applied for business.  
 
Students can expect to learn  

 
Foundations of AI 
We will go through the mathematical and programming background of how the most 
common Machine Learning (ML) algorithms work, specifically focused around how to 
predict scores, classes, and clusters from data.  
 
Applications of AI  
With the understanding of basics of ML algorithms we will look at how AI is being 
applied for Customer Service, Sales, and Marketing. We will look at examples of use 
cases where AI produced measurable ROI in these departments across different 
industries.  
 
Building AI Solutions  
At the end of the course we will spend time on how to build an AI solution that has a 
significant business value. We will go through an exercise of how to think of a 
business problem from AI perspective, how to take account data and algorithm 
challenges when building AI solution. As student groups you will be asked to go 
through “Concept to Implementation” process and propose an AI solution for a given 
business problem.  

 
 

Pre-Requisite: 
 
Python programming course. 
 
 
 
 



Grading: 

 
The students are expected to complete Reading Assignments, 2 Homeworks and 1 
Final Project. Grading is based on the following split between assignments:  
Homework 1 – 25%, Homework 2 – 25%, Final Project 40%, Class Participation 
10%.  
 

Mentors: 
 
A crucial part of the course will be talks by selected group of successful CIOs, CTOs 
and CEOs from NYC business community who have deployed AI systems for their 
businesses. Their experience will be vital in helping students figure out how to think 
about value proposition of AI for different problems in different industries.  
 

 

Course Syllabus: 
 
1. Introduction to Artificial intelligence 

- Basic concepts of AI 
- AI, Big Data, Data Science, Machine Learning : How are they related? 
- AI : Separating Hype vs. Reality 
- Key Reading: “Artificial Intelligence the next digital frontier?” McKinsey 

2017 report on AI.  
 
2. AI for Customer Service  

- Data to Scores 
- Chatbots 
- Call Center Rep Automation/Replacement 
- Business Use Case Example: Context aware ranking of answers to 

improve customer service  
 
3. AI for Sales  

- Data to Classes 
- Insides Sales Rep workflow automation 
- Improved Lead, Opportunity Ranking and Reminder 
- Business Use Case Example: Classifying leads for improved conversion 

rate in sale funnel 
 
4. AI for Marketing 

- Data to Clusters 
- Ad content prediction 
- AI based Ad buy and CPC optimization 
- Business Use Case Example: Clustering customer behavior for improved 

click through rate in e-commerce 
 
5. Deep Learning 

- Deep Learning: What’s the hype about? 
- Applications of Deep Learning in Business 
- Business Use Case Example: Improved image classification systems for 

e-commerce 
 

6. Concept to Implementation of AI Solutions 



- Figure out business use case and value proposition 
- Create data ecosystem 
- Decide on algorithms and tools 
- Optimize data feedback loop 

 
 

Note: 
 
Students are expected to complete all the reading assignments before the first day 
of class. 
 
Please bring your laptops to the class.  

 


